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Settings

Tempesta is a “lead channel”.
Have you always felt the lack of an extra lead channel on your amplifier?
You may definitely consider the Tempesta as a lead channel.
Designed to sound and respond like a saturated valve, the Tempesta will sing beautifully
on clean channel of any amp.
Moving the gain control clockwise will get you from a subtle fuller sound through warm,
gritty rhythms, to the most spectacular saturated valves sound, with an endless sustain.
The "deep" option on the toggle switch will slightly boost your mids helping your sound
to cut more easily up front.
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Notes:
Can be powered by a battery or an optional AC/DC adaptor.

The input jack also works as the power switch.
Power is turned on whenever a plug is inserted into the input jack, and is turned off
when the plug is disconnected.
Keep the plug out from the jack when not in use. 

9-12 V DC / 20mA

Changing the battery

To replace the battery following the step below:
1. loosen the screws at the base of the pedal, then remove the base of the pedal unit;
2. remove the old battery from the battery housing, and remove the snap cord
    connected to it;
3. connect the snap cord to the new battery, and place the battery into the housing;
4. close the pedal, insert the screws into the holes and fasten them securely.


